1 Kunsthistorisches museum Vienna, Bernhard strigel (1460-1528), family of emperor maximilian i, after 1515, inv. no. 832. at the time when the picture was painted, mary of Burgundy had already been dead for more than thirty years. the painting was commissioned by the emperor to commemorate the 1515 double betrothal in Vienna which sealed the alliance through marriage of the habsburgs with the Jagiellon royal family. cf. sylvia ferino-pagden, Wolfgang prohasta and Karl schütz, Die Gemäldegalerie des Kunsthistorischen two grandsons, the future emperors ferdinand i (1503-64) and charles V (1500-58), and at right louis ii (1506-26), heir to the kingdoms of hungary and Bohemia. all members of the family wear precious jewellery without appearing overdressed. particularly striking is mary of Burgundy's splendid pendant, hanging from a finely woven chain, with a large red precious stone in the middle. the young louis also wears an elaborate pendant, adorned with a large, sparkling bluish stone and a massive pearl. emperor maximilian, his son philip and his grandson charles wear the chain of the order of the Golden fleece with the symbolic pendant in the form of a sheepskin. charles' and philip's hat brooches also stand out. charles' bonnet is adorned with a cameo of dark stone surrounded by pearls.2 the painting provides a first impression of the habsburg jewels. Without according them undue attention, the artist allows the jewels to embellish their wearers as a matter of course. they are well placed but not dominant, precious but not excessively large. the habsburg jewels are also documented in various inventories. the 1524 jewellery inventory of archduke ferdinand, for example, lists numerous valuable pieces of jewellery and precious stones. they include a cloak pin studded with emeralds, turquoise, rubies, diamonds and pearls, a cross pendant with diamonds and pearls, and a 'picture of st George with thirty-three diamonds and twelve rubies and seven emeralds'.3 these treasures have not survived, to be sure, but some very similar pieces have. there is a st George pendant in the Green Vault in Dresden, for example (see illus. 2). fashioned of gold and enamel and studded with diamonds, rubies and emeralds, this late sixteenth-century pendant shows saint George battling the dragon.4 the 1547 inventory of jewellery belonging to ferdinand's wife, anne of hungary and Bohemia, lists several dozen items. among other pieces, she owned a jewel with a 'splendid large table-cut diamond, encrusted all around, and with a fine ruby globe above with a pendant pearl'5 (see illus. 3).
